Box 1:

Affiliate Leadership Survey, 1970
Affiliate Newsletter, 1972-78
Affiliate Problem and Project Forms For New Orleans, 1974
Alaskan Literary Map, 1975
California English Journal “Focus on Writing,” 1975
Conference on Teacher Exchange, Washington D.C., 1976
Directory of Affiliate Publications, 1965
Field Representative, 1979-81
Florida CTE “A Pierian Spring,” 1974
Indiana Council of Teachers of English “Indiana Literary Map,” 1974
Interesting projects for NCTE Affiliates, 1961-62
Massachusetts CTE “English Teaching Today,” 1974
Materials Brought to 1973 Affiliate Conference, 1973
Membership Codes for Affiliates,
NCTE In-service Needs of Secondary School English teachers Questionnaire, 1977
NCTE Survey of University Services to English Teachers, 1977 (Legal Sized Folder)
Newsletter for Administrators, 1967-71
Packets Sent to CEEB English Discipline Committee, 1976
Project English, 1972-79
Regional Conferences Executive Committee Rosters, 1968-75
Some Common Affiliate Problems, 1966
Source Materials on the Teaching of English and Memoranda sent to Affiliates, 1968-75
Virginia Association of Teachers of English “The Turtle and the Teacher,” 1973
“Virginia Authors, Past and Present,” 1974
“A Borrower Be,” 1974
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